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through an XLR connector or a pair of RCA
jacks. One of these RCA jacks also serves as
the noninverting unbalanced input; the
other serves as the inverting unbalanced in
put. Another position on the input selector
mutes the Power-3, shorts all of its inputs,
and activates the bias-setting circuitry for
the output tubes.
The Power-3’s audio circuitry is in a
stainless-steel chassis extending forward
from the transformers’ enclosure, and the
tubes extend through the top of the chassis.
Between the chassis and the transformer
enclosure behind it is a small band, about
W * inches wide, that is slotted to help cool a
number of heat sinks for power-supply
components that are just below the band. A
slotted metal cage fits over the tubes, giving

THE CIRCUIT COMBINES
FAMILIAR ELEMENTS
WITH NEW REFINEMENTS
TO PRODUCE
A UNIQUE DESIGN.

Like most Sonic Frontiers components,
the Power-3 is available with a black or gold
front panel. The only features on that panel
are pushbutton switches and indicator
LEDs for “Standby” and “Power.”
The power and output transformers and
the filter capacitors are in a rectangular en
closure at the back of the Power-3, which
also forms the amp’s rear panel. A switch
near the input jacks on this panel selects
balanced input, unbalanced (single-ended)
noninverting input, or unbalanced invert
ing input. Balanced signals can be fed in

Rated Power Or tptit: 220 watts into 8-,
4- or 2-ohm load.
Dimensions: 18 in. W x 9 in. H x 22 in.
D (46 cm x 23 cm x 56 cm).
V/eight: 100 lbs. (45 kg) each.
Price: $8,995 per pair.
Company Address: 2790 Brighton Rd.,
Oakville, Ont., Canada L6H 5T4;
905/829-3838.
For literature, circle No. 93
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have followed the rise of Sonic Fron
tiers as a major player in high-end au
dio for a number of years. I was i npressed enough by its amps at the 1994
Winter Consumer Electronics Show to
ask for a chance to review one. Though
I had hoped to get the mono Power-3, the
company’s top-of-the line amplifier, I ex
pected to get the Power-2 stereo amp. So I
was surprised and delighted when a pair
of 220-watt Power-3s arrived on my
doorstep. (The UPS guy who delivered
these 100-pound amps was not delighted.)

the amplifier a simple box shape; the cage is
attached to the chassis with captive screws.
The amplifier’s bottom plate is slotted to al
low cool air to enter.
Inside the Power-3 are two p.c. boards. A
large board beneath the chassis holds all the
tube sockets and most of the audio circuit
ry. This board is liberally drilled to allow air
drawn up through the bottom plate to pass
through to the tubes. A smaller board under
the transformer enclosure holds powersupply components. Unlike many tube
amps that have p.c. boards beneath their
chassis, the Power-3 has most of its compo
nents mounted to the undersides of the
boards for easy access.

All in all, the Power-3 is beautifully made
and attractive. The chassis metalwork is
first-rate, with Pemm nuts and machine
screws fastening the pieces together. On the
p.c. boards, high-quality components
abound (e.g., capacitors from MIT, Solen,
and Wima and resistors from Caddock and
IRC). The insulation on the internal wiring
appeared to be of Teflon.
I have seen most of the Power-3’s basic
circuit elements (see “Circuit Highlights”)
in various other amplifiers over the years.
But Sonic Frontiers’ combination of these
elements, using modern components to
gether with refinements wrought through
countless hours of listening evaluation and
circuit tweaking, makes the Power-3
unique.
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Fig. 6— THD + N vs.
power, 8-ohm taps.

THD + N was higher overall but its rise
above 10 kHz was less noticeable.) A distor
tion spectrum analysis for a 1-kHz signal at
an output of 10 watts revealed that the am
plitude of the harmonics decreased rapidly
as their order increased. The fifth harmonic
reached a level of only 0.00005%, and high
er harmonics were not detectable! The
Power-3’s distortion performance is among

the best I’ve seen in a tube power
amplifier.
Output noise in the Power-3 was
very low, especially in its balanced
input mode. Measured via the un
balanced noninverting input, out
put noise for the less quiet of the
two amps was 187 microvolts
wideband, 155 microvolts from 22
Hz to 22 kHz, 36.7 microvolts from
400 Hz to 22 kHz, and 32.1 micro
volts on an A-weighted basis. The
IHF signal-to-noise ratio was 98.9
dB, an excellent figure.
The Power 3 had the highest
damping factor 1 can recall mea
suring on a tube amp. On the 8ohm taps, it was about 50 from 100
Hz to 2 kHz; it fell off gently on ei
ther side of this range, to about 32
at 10 Hz and 20 kHz. 1 did not
measure damping factor on the 4ohm taps directly, but the data 1
collected for Fig. 3 indicated a
damping factor of about 30.
Dynamic power attainable—
with the IHF tone-burst signal and
an 8-ohm load on the 8-ohm
taps—was 272 watts, and there was
negligible output drop from pow
er-supply sag over the course of the
20-millisecond burst. This 272watt output corresponds to a dy
namic headroom of 0.92 dB. Power
at the visual onset of clipping was
250 watts, for a clipping headroom
of 0.56 dB.
The Power-3’s AC line draw was
1.4 amperes in standby and 4.1 am
peres in idle. The AC line current
stayed constant up to about 20
watts out. This is because the am
plifier operates in what 1 call “rich”
Class AB: It operates in Class A
most of the time, with only loud
passages crossing over into Class
AB. At 8.2 amperes of line current
for a pair of Power-3s, it definitely won’t be
cheap to run them all the time! However,
the Power-3’s front-panel “Standby” switch
reduces power draw substantially. Sonic
Frontiers recommends that the amps be in
standby mode when not you’re not listen
ing to them. Since switching to standby and
back does not affect the sound, I also rec
ommend it.

Use and Listening Tests
Phono equipment in my system during
the review period included an Oracle
turntable fitted with a Well Tempered Arm
and an Accuphase AC-2 moving-coil car
tridge used with a Vendetta Research SCP2C phono preamp. For CDs, a Sonic Fron
tiers SFT-1 or a Counterpoint DA-11A CD
transport drove a Sonic Frontiers SFD-2
Midi D/A converter with a Genesis Digital
Lens jitter-reduction device placed between
the transport and the converter; digital ca
bles were Illuminati DX50s. Other power
amplifiers used for comparison were a
Spectron 1KW, a Crown Macro Reference,
and a pair of Quicksilver M l35 tube amps.
The loudspeakers were Genesis Technolo
gies Vs and B8tW 801 Matrix Series 3s; the
B8tWs were augmented from 20 to 50 Hz
by a subwoofer in each channel.
1 did most of my listening with the Sonic
Frontiers Power-3s through the Genesis Vs.
With these speakers, the Power-3s produced
the best overall sound of all the amplifiers 1
had on hand, delivering absolutely amazing
reproduction! There was a sense of ease,
musical rightness, and spatial presence that
continued to astound me, whether 1was lis
tening to my current reference CDs and LPs
or to older recordings I hadn’t heard in a
while.
1 had listened to other state-of-the-art
tube amps with the Genesis V speakers at
the Genesis Technologies factory, and the
sound 1 got in my listening room with the
Power-3s compared favorably to what 1 had
heard there. Yet 1 must note that the Genesis
Vs have their own servo bass amp, which
handles frequencies below about 85 Hz.
Any power amp driving these speakers is
therefore relieved of delivering the low bass.
As mentioned in “Circuit Highlights,”
the connections you use to select the Power-3’s output taps are under the trans
former. Thus, I had to turn each of these
heavy amps over and change the connec
tions whenever 1 switched between 4- and
8-ohm speakers. Since I started with the 4ohm Genesis Vs, 1 listened to the 8-ohm
B8tWs on the 4-ohm taps before 1 got
around to resetting the amps to 8 ohms.
With the B8tWs, changing to the 8-ohm
taps improved the overall presentation and
gave the bass more punch.
The bass power and tightness of these
amps were most impressive! Although the

differences between the various amplifiers
in my system weren’t as obvious to me on
the B&W 801s as on the Genesis Vs, the
Power-3s sounded exceedingly good on
these speakers, too. The words that came to
mind as I listened included ease, dynamic
nuance, lack of irritation, and musical believability. The Power-3s are among the
very best amplifiers 1 have had the pleasure
of audition ng.
I did find a few faults with the Power-3s,
however. For example, when they were in
standby mode, turning them completely off
produced a strange noise through the
speakers. This took the form of a chirp on

the Genesis Vs and a grunt on the
B&W 801s, but the two Power-3s
each produced the same noises.
One amp also made an audible
popping noise for a few minutes
after I switched it from muting to
an unbalanced input mode. The
cages covering the front of the
amps were rather resonant when
struck; better mechanical damping
would have prevented this. And
then there’s the matter of the 8.2
amperes of line current that it takes
to run a pair of Power 3s—aah, but
it’s worth it to hear them.
A
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Fig. 7— THD + N vs.
frequency, 8-ohm load
on 8-ohm taps.

